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La Vie En Rose
La Vie En Rose is the prettiest and most feminine message of the season. 

Florals are mixed in with inspiration from the Marie Antoinette years and 
infused with whimsical touches for Spring 2015.

Colors:
A soft palette of nudes, custard and mint are mixed with brighter shades 
such as chartreuse, sea foam green, bubble gum pink, melon and orchid, 
metallic and intense pastels infuse this trend with a fairy-like aspect.
 Packaging:
Flowers, pastels and script are some key inspiration for packaging for La Vie
En Rose, while embossing with a lasercut adds a touch of romance.
 Fragrance Trends for La Vie En Rose:
Fragrance notes of dry flowers and champagne provide the perfect scent to 
evoke the fairy tale world. From macaroons and fondant, to sugary desserts 
and sweet flowers, the composition is all about sophistication and will 
transport everyone to a beautiful and faraway land of pastels and blossoms. 
This trend is a mix of fruity flavors mixed with sparkling and fizzy notes. 
Accords of dry flowers, fresh roses and luscious dreams come together to 
create delicate and luminous scents. A combination of fresh and sweet 
accords create timeless fragrances. La Vie En Rose is characterized by fruity 
aromas, enriched with sweeter notes of Parisian bonbons.

Lebermuth Le Vie En Rose Fragrances:
Violet Cedarwood AN -  91-1006-76
Sweet Honeysuckle  - AN 91-1034-50
Brown Sugar & Fig - 91-1034-52
Red Currant and Cream - 92-9014-12



Avant Pop
In 2015, we present a new intersection where art, pop culture and 
experimental design converge. Inspired by iconic artists like Bjork, 
Isabella Blow, and Leigh Bowery, Avant Pop explores the absurd and 

unexpected; with surreal juxtapositions and a Post-Modernist approach.

Colors:
Color becomes an explosive design element, inspiring painterly 
abstractions and expressive contracts. Bright colors like turquoise, 
tangerine and cherry red are essential, while prints and patterns take 
center stage.
 Packaging:
Circle patterns, bright stripes/dots, comic bubbles, watercolor. 
Warhol-inspired and paint drips are just a few of the dominant packaging 
trends with the Spring/Summer 2015 Avant Pop forecasting trend.
 Fragrance Trends for Avant Pop:
These fragrances are playful with popsicle inspired scents and absurdity 
playing a part. An update from candy, popsicle fragrances can include 
everything from banana to strawberry and orange. Combine them with 
other flavors for sweet and playful combination. Speaking to the surreal 
and absurd element of this theme, this fragrance combines classic fruity 
scents with an unexpected and controversial elements. An example of the 
market includes O Driu’s Peety. Petty completes itself, in sensorial terms, 
because it gains notes of metals and fruits and becomes 
something different from every other perfume.

Lebermuth Avant Pop Fragrances:
Sparkling Vanilla Berry - AN 91-1031-77
Ginger Peach AN - 94-4000-59
Wildberry Tulips - 91-0124-58
Grapefruit Rhubarb -  91-1034-98



Digital Raver
Digital Raver is a graphic interpretation of the colorful life and 
experimental approach to beauty. Designers who embraced 
this look include 3.1 Philip Lim, Zero Maria Cornejo, Staple 

the Label, Ohne Titel and Czar by Cesar Galindo.

Colors:
Futuristic hologram leads the color theme of Digital Raver. 
A palette of silver, black and gold metallic mix with 
rainbow color neons. Beautiful tones of deep blues round 
out this trend with an ultraviolet effect.
 Packaging:
Iridescent origami, bright, iridescent, metallic and pastel 
holographics, interconnected fragrance bottles and 
spectrum lit cards are just a few of the key packaging 
trends within the Spring 2015 Digital Raver forecasting 
theme.
 Fragrance Trends for Digital Raver:
Fragrance is inspired by cyber gardens, ultraviolet, and 
electronic, a fragrance that is rebellious in nature. Notes 
include chili pepper, blackberry and amber gris. The 
fragrances in this trend are  rebellious in nature and 
consists of very bright notes including blueberry, lemon, 
rose and violet. They are strong and powerful, leave an 
impression and shock the senses.

Lebermuth Digital Raver Fragrances:
Fig Grapefruit Two AN - 91-1034-63
Blueberry Coconut - 91-1016-53
Pink Peppercorn - 93-0121-42
Wildberry - 90-3025-25



Sportsphere
Sportsphere presents the most sophisticated, yet relaxed ap-

proach to athletic influence. We see fashion influence lead by 
DKNY and Lacoste.

Colors:
A clean slate is apparent via soft neutrals, ranging from light 
tones of vanilla and skin to more peach based nudes. Light tints 
of grey factor in with pops of teal, while charcoal offers a strong 
base option along with black or white. 
 Packaging:
For packaging, it’s all about minimalism, origami and clean 
lines. Again, blacks, greys and whites take over reflecting a 
modern, and futuristic aesthetic while the textures category 
offers a lot of options and contrasts.

Fragrance Trends for Sportsphere:
Fragrances embrace the natural look, looking for simplicity in 
the ingredients. Water, cucumber, mint and lemon create pure 
and refreshing scents to express the inner and natural beauty. 
Scents with strong water tones are part of this athletic trend, 
as water is the most important element for hydration. Pure, 
simple, refreshing, clean and fresh tones are characteristic of 
these fragrances. Fresh linen and morning showers, the perfect 
scents to start out the day or refresh throughout it. Add a hint 
of vanilla for a comforting and sweet scent. Not too sweet, but 
not too bitter, just the perfect touch to capture the revitalized 
feeling of freshness!

Lebermuth Sportsphere Fragrances:
Ocean AN - 93-0122-84
Fresh Rain AN - 91-1033-10
Charmed, I’m Sure - 90-3027-35A
Irresistible - 91-1033-99A



Electric Tribes
Colors:
A color palette that goes from burnt oranges, metallics and desert neutrals to 
sunset hues and upbeat shades such as yellow, fuchsia and bright purple. 
Tangerine, pineapple yellow and bright pink are contrasted with neutral 
shades such as toasty nude and nude.

Packaging:
Packaging is full of pattern trends, such as snakeskin, tribal lines and bold 
lines. Colored glass, folklore themes and color grading make the products 
look even more attractive with their upbeat tones. Negative shapes and 
neutrals provide a good balance to the colorful and intricate designs.

Fragrance Trends for Electric Tribes:
Hot and spicy notes that create stimulating, warming, and cheerful sensations. 
A mix of chocolate with unexpected jalapeño and peppers, this trend presents 
the perfect opportunity to experiment with unique compositions. Electric 
Tribe fragrances are infused with aromatic incenses and Mexican spices to 
enhance your everyday mood. Rich with a great variety of herbs and blends, 
the category is meant to transport you to exotic places with just a couple of 
sprays. Finally these scents are full of exotic and fresh fruits. Mouthwatering 
notes of guava and grapefruit fill this category with sweetness and freshness!

Lebermuth Electric Tribes Fragrances:
Grapefruit AN - 91-1029-48
Mexican Cocoa - 90-2093-11
Citron Peppercorn - 90-3028-54
V & R Spicebomb Type - 92-9014-43
Tom Ford Grey Vetiver Type - 92-9014-42

Electric Tribes is the brightest Summer 2015 trend, filled with vivid colors and 
ethnic influences. Tribal lines, desert-inspired hues, summer shades, and Day 

of the Dead references make this a fun and colorful trend!



Global Wrap-Up
SPRING/SUMMER 2015 COLORS

Spring/Summer 2015 presents a vast assortment of colors from bright and 
colorful hues to pastels, nudes and updated metallics. Shades of red were seen 
in Paola Frani, Mary Katrantzou and Nicole Miller, and include berry, 
cherry and violet red, with an upbeat fuchsia bringing that extra feminine 
touch. Nudes originate from two forecasting themes, Sportsphere and La Vie 
En Rose, while contrasting neons are derived from Digital Raver. Different 
blues, like navy and cobalt, and shades of orange are essential, as well as orchid, 
as seen in Prabal Gurung, and mint, as seen in Miu Miu, giving an extra dash 
of coloring. Silver and gold offer the futuristic touch to this season, and earth 
tones provide a balance to all the colorful madness of Spring/Summer 2015, 
with unique shades such as rose gold, metallic bronzes and rust. As always, 
black and white is a classic combination that wraps up the color palette.


